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Abstract: Although many patients with newly diagnosed Ewing sarcoma can become long-term survivors, relapse remains an important clinical problem for which there is no standard approach. Several prognostic factors have been identified, and these may help guide patient counseling and therapy decisions. A variety of chemotherapy regimens have produced responses in patients with recurrent Ewing sarcoma, but no comparative studies have been completed to show superiority of any one particular approach. In addition, the optimum length of therapy for salvage regimens and use of local control measures remains unknown. The likelihood of cure remains low and the gaps in our knowledge are great, and so enrollment on clinical trials should be strongly encouraged for these patients when feasible. Because Ewing sarcoma is relatively rare, some pediatric and adult oncologists may be less familiar with the management of relapsed patients. In this review, we address common questions facing the clinician and patient, and provide an update on new strategies for therapy.
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Introduction

Ewing sarcoma is a high-grade sarcoma arising in bone or soft tissue and occurs most commonly in adolescent and young adult patients. The primary tumor is treated with surgery and/or radiation, depending on the feasibility of resection. Because of the high rate of dissemination even in patients with apparently localized disease, patients are also treated with chemotherapy in an effort to eradicate microscopic disease that could lead to distant metastases and death. Three strategies for initial chemotherapy are most commonly used, depending in part on institutional preferences and patient age. For example, younger patients in North America typically receive the combination of vincristine, doxorubicin, and cyclophosphamide (VDC) alternating with ifosfamide and etoposide (IE), using an intensively timed schedule with planned chemotherapy administration every 2 weeks.1 In Europe, a common approach is to use vincristine, ifosfamide, doxorubicin, and etoposide (VIDE) as the initial chemotherapy regimen.2 For adult patients, some centers have simplified the regimen down to vincristine, ifosfamide, and doxorubicin (VID).3 Therapy is administered for up to 14 total cycles, and the vast majority of patients achieve remission by the completion of treatment.

Despite this extensive therapy, at least one-fourth of patients with initially localized disease will relapse after completing all planned therapy. The recurrence rate is even higher for those with initially metastatic disease, with treatment failure seen in 50%–80% of patients depending on the site of metastases.4 For patients in whom relapse is detected, or for those few who are unable to achieve an initial remission,
the chance of long-term survival is low. In addition, there is no standard management for this group of patients, raising many questions about how best to proceed. In this review, we address common management issues and discuss current and upcoming strategies for the treatment of this complex disease.

When and where is Ewing sarcoma most likely to recur?

Over 70% of relapses occur within 2 years of initial diagnosis, and these patients are designated as having “early relapse”. The median time of recurrence for patients with initially localized disease treated on Children’s Oncology Group protocols was 1.4 years from diagnosis, with a median of 1.0 year for those who presented initially with metastases. For patients with late relapses, most occur within 2–3 years from initial diagnosis, although very late relapses even 5 or more years from diagnosis have occasionally been reported.

At least two-thirds of first relapses occur at distant sites, usually the lungs and/or bones. This pattern of recurrence is particularly common in patients who initially presented with metastatic disease. In contrast, isolated local recurrence occurs in about one-fifth of patients, develops later than systemic relapse, and is more typical in patients who initially had localized tumors.

Of interest, about one-half of relapsed patients in one large retrospective study were identified by scheduled surveillance imaging, while one-half were symptomatic at the time recurrence was noted, with new pain or swelling being the most common complaints.

What prognostic factors can facilitate risk stratification and patient counseling?

As a group, only one in five patients with recurrent Ewing sarcoma is expected to achieve long-term survival. The disease-free interval (DFI) between diagnosis and first relapse is the single most important prognostic factor, as patients with a DFI >2 years have an estimated 5-year overall survival of approximately 30%. In contrast, 5-year survival is only 7% for the more common group of patients with DFI <2 years. In terms of median survival, Shankar et al reported that for a group of 61 relapsed patients, the median survival for DFI <1 year was 3 months, compared with 8 months for those with DFI of 12–24 months, and 24 months for those with DFI >2 years.

In addition to DFI, the site of recurrence is also prognostic. Patients with combined local and distant relapse have the worst outcomes, while those with isolated local recurrences appear to fare better. This is understandable given that these patients may have less total burden of disease at recurrence and may be amenable to further local therapies in addition to systemic treatment. More debatable is the prognostic impact of isolated pulmonary recurrence, as some series have reported that these patients did better than those with other distant metastases, while others did not find such an association.

Additional factors that have been associated with improved outcomes in retrospective cases series include normal levels of lactate dehydrogenase and favorable performance status. Younger age has been shown to be associated with improved outcome in some case series, but results have been variable. Some of this variability may relate to the intensity of the initial treatment regimens in younger versus older patients. Understanding the relevance of key prognostic factors such as DFI and relapse site provides important guidance for clinical trial design and interpretation of results, given the substantial differences in survival between patients with favorable vs unfavorable features. Another factor to be considered is the extent of prior therapies, as relapsed patients will typically experience progressively shorter progression-free periods with subsequent lines of therapy.

The prognostic factors may also help guide patient decisions regarding further therapy. As detailed in the sections below, there are several regimens utilizing commercially available drugs that can result in response and/or disease stabilization for some period of time. However, given the very low likelihood of cure with these regimens, and the desperate need for innovative therapies, strong consideration should be given to enrollment on clinical trials testing new strategies when possible.

Is a tissue diagnosis required to diagnose recurrent Ewing sarcoma?

The most common scenario for relapse is the development of distant metastases in the lungs and/or bones within 2 years of initial diagnosis. In this context, tissue confirmation is not routinely needed. In patients with a solitary site of metastasis, or when the differential diagnosis includes infectious causes of pulmonary nodules, biopsy may be considered. While biopsy/resection may provide definitive diagnosis of relapse as well as tissue for genetic testing for targetable mutations, one drawback is the possible elimination of measurable or evaluable disease that may be required for clinical trial enrollment or assessment of response to therapy. In general, the decision about obtaining a biopsy to confirm relapse should be customized to the individual patient situation.

What is the role of local control measures for relapsed Ewing sarcoma?

For the approximately 15%–20% of patients with isolated local recurrence, further local control measures with either
surgery or radiotherapy may improve outcomes and should strongly be considered when feasible. In general, chemotherapy is also used for local recurrences, given the systemic nature of relapsed Ewing sarcoma and the expected high likelihood of developing additional sites of recurrence if therapy is directed only to local sites.

The role of radiotherapy for recurrent pulmonary metastases is less clear. Most cooperative group studies prescribe 15–18 Gy of whole lung irradiation (WLI) as planned treatment for newly diagnosed patients who have pulmonary metastases that can be cleared with either chemotherapy and/or surgery. Therefore, many physicians would provide similar treatment in the relapse setting for those patients who can achieve a second remission and who had not yet received WLI. According to a retrospective review of 136 Ewing sarcoma patients with pulmonary relapse, 88 (65%) were able to achieve second remission after chemotherapy and/or surgery. The nonrandomized use of WLI (n = 44) showed a trend toward improved 3-year progression-free survival (PFS) of 37% vs 21% in this population, but this was not statistically significant (P=0.18). Nevertheless, WLI is generally well tolerated and is often utilized for those patients who can achieve second remission. Larger and more focal radiotherapy doses may be used to treat symptomatic and/or unresectable lesions.

Although local control for patients with localized or oligometastatic disease is often pursued, this approach is not usually feasible for those with widespread metastases. For these unfortunate patients, choosing select lesions for local treatment after administration of salvage chemotherapy may be reasonable. Radiotherapy, including stereotactic body radiotherapy, may be very helpful in palliating painful bone lesions that do not improve with salvage chemotherapy. The timing and extent of local treatment is variable between patients and often is coordinated with chemotherapy decisions. In fact, many patients end up with a customized regimen that incorporates their individual risk factors, tumor burden and sites of disease, and preferences.

### What conventional salvage therapies are available outside of a clinical trial?

A variety of commercially available chemotherapy regimens have produced responses in patients with recurrent Ewing sarcoma; however, the superiority of one regimen over another has not yet been established. The rEECur study currently being performed through the Euro Ewing Consortium is designed to address this issue through a multiarm randomized study in which patients aged 2–50 years with recurrent Ewing sarcoma may receive one of the four best-established salvage regimens (ISRCTN 36453794). In this study, patients will receive 1) cyclophosphamide/topotecan (Cy/Topo), 2) gemcitabine/docetaxel (Gem/Doc), 3) high-dose ifosfamide (IFOS), or 4) temozolomide/irinotecan (TEM/IRN). Patients on the IFOS arm will receive four planned cycles, while patients on the other three arms will receive a total of six cycles. Patients with a favorable response may receive additional cycles at the discretion of their oncologist. The design of the study includes sequential elimination of the regimens that produce the lowest objective response rate, which is the primary endpoint of the Phase II portion of the study. Once two regimens have emerged, they will be compared in the Phase III portion of the study, which uses PFS as the primary endpoint. This data will be immensely helpful in defining a more standard approach to recurrent Ewing sarcoma.

Each of the regimens in the rEECur study has been described previously, usually in single-institution retrospective analyses of patients with extensive and often very heavily pretreated disease. Table 1 provides additional data on these four regimens and highlights some differences in expected toxicities. Given that for many patients this therapy will not be curative, understanding the toxicity spectrum and details

---

**Table 1 Examples of conventional chemotherapy regimens for recurrent Ewing sarcoma**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent(s)</th>
<th>Number of published studies</th>
<th>Cumulative patients</th>
<th>Cumulative response rate</th>
<th>Main toxicities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyclophosphamide/topotecan</td>
<td>3-16-18</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>Myelosuppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemcitabine/docetaxel</td>
<td>3-25-27</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>Myelosuppression Neuropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ifosfamide</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>Myelosuppression Neuropathy/ Renal insufficiency, hematuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temozolomide/irinotecan</td>
<td>7-19-24</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etoposide with carboplatin or cisplatin</td>
<td>1-36</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>Myelosuppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral etoposide</td>
<td>1-38</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>Myelosuppression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of treatment administration can become important factors in helping adolescent and young adults make decisions regarding therapy. While all four regimens produce some degree of myelosuppression, this is most pronounced in patients receiving IFOS\textsuperscript{19} or Cy/Topo,\textsuperscript{16–18} and so prophylactic myeloid growth factor is routinely used in these patients. Nausea is usually manageable for all regimens, although it may be more significant for those receiving IFOS. Patients often ask about alopecia, which is common with all of these regimens but perhaps less with TEM/IRN.\textsuperscript{13,19–24} Neuropathy has been a problem for some patients receiving GEM/DOC,\textsuperscript{25–27} while diarrhea and abdominal pain can be limiting for those treated with TEM/IRN.\textsuperscript{13,19–24} Of the four regimens, all are routinely given as outpatients except for IFOS.

TEM/IRN has been the best studied of these four regimens, with a cumulative response rate of 47% reported in seven studies of 166 total patients.\textsuperscript{13,19–24} Although both IRN and TOPO act on topoisomerase I, the mechanisms of resistance and spectrum of activity appear different, such that progression with one drug does not preclude response to the other.\textsuperscript{28} The addition of vincristine (VCR) to TEM/IRN has been reported by some authors,\textsuperscript{22,24,29} in an attempt to exploit the synergy seen between VCR and IRN in rhabdomyosarcoma patients.\textsuperscript{30} However, that synergy has not been formally assessed in patients with Ewing sarcoma, and the benefit of adding VCR to TEM/IRN for relapsed patients is unclear. VCR is not included in the rEECur study, and this drug may be associated with neuropathy, particularly in older adolescents and young adults. As seen in Table 2, a variety of different schedules and doses have been reported. More recent trials have used a 5-day schedule of irinotecan, based on a rhabdomyosarcoma study which showed that efficacy was similar compared to the more prolonged 2-week schedule.\textsuperscript{31}

There are two other features of the TEM/IRN combination that deserve mention. The first is the possibility for oral administration, in which the intravenous preparation is mixed with cran-grape juice and given orally at least 1 hour after oral administration of temozolomide. Oral administration of irinotecan in this fashion has been studied in multiple trials to date (reviewed in reference\textsuperscript{25}). Importantly, the standard intravenous dose of irinotecan 50 mg/m\textsuperscript{2}/day must be adjusted for poor oral bioavailability. Oral administration of irinotecan 90 mg/m\textsuperscript{2}/day results in exposures of the active metabolite SN-38 similar to those achieved with standard intravenous dosing. Although there have been no direct comparisons between oral and intravenous irinotecan, the similar pharmacokinetics, incidence of grade 3–4 toxicities, and response rate of several tumor types suggest that these dosing strategies are roughly equivalent. Oral administration may reduce the cost of treatment by fivefold, as well as substantially improve patient convenience.\textsuperscript{32} For these reasons, several ongoing trials are now utilizing orally administered irinotecan, with the addition of prophylactic cephalosporins to reduce irinotecan-associated diarrhea.\textsuperscript{33}

Second, because TEM/IRN generally is the least myelosuppressive of these four regimens, it has been more commonly used as a backbone on which to add investigational agents. Given that single-agent targeted therapy is unlikely to be curative, coupling novel drugs with a standard well-tolerated backbone is attractive and would likely reflect how newer agents would eventually be used for upfront therapy. TEM/IRN has been used in this fashion in recently completed studies combining this regimen with bevacizumab\textsuperscript{34} and temsirolimus,\textsuperscript{35} as well as ongoing clinical trials adding in metformin [NCT01528046], palbociclib [NCT03709680], PARP inhibitors [NCT01858168, NCT02044120], and immunotherapy [NCT03495921].

Finally, other regimens have also been reported to have activity in relapsed Ewing sarcoma. For example, the combination of intravenous etoposide with either cisplatin or carboplatin showed an encouraging response rate and PFS in a retrospective review of patients mostly in first relapse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Temozolomide (mg/m\textsuperscript{2}/d \leq 5)</th>
<th>Irinotecan (mg/m\textsuperscript{2}/dose)</th>
<th>Vincristine</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
<th>Time to progression (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wagner\textsuperscript{19}</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10–20; d \leq 5; x \leq 2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey\textsuperscript{20}</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20; d \leq 5; x \leq 2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson\textsuperscript{21}</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10; d \leq 5; x \leq 2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raciborska\textsuperscript{22}</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>50; d \leq 5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurucu\textsuperscript{23}</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20; d \leq 5; x \leq 2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmerini\textsuperscript{24}</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40; d \leq 5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyukkapu Bay\textsuperscript{24}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50; d \leq 5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from five European sarcoma centers, consistent with an earlier report about the use of ifosfamide, carboplatin, and etoposide (ICE). Less intensive options include the use of oral etoposide given on a protracted metronomic schedule.

The optimal number of chemotherapy cycles for relapsed patients is not established and depends in part on response as well as tolerance of therapy. Many physicians try to administer at least six to eight cycles of therapy in responding patients, as suggested by the rEECur study design in which most patients receive six planned cycles of therapy. However, the length of treatment often needs to be customized to the patient. Cumulative toxicity of therapy, both physical and psychological, can limit continued therapy in some adolescent and young adult patients, especially given that salvage therapy is often not curative and treatment decisions must factor in quality of life considerations.

**Which clinical trials may be the most well suited for recurrent Ewing sarcoma patients?**

Clinical trials of new strategies for treating patients with recurrent Ewing sarcoma will be essential for improving outcomes. Available clinical trials can be divided into three general categories, including 1) general cytotoxic chemotherapy, 2) agents targeting pathways specific to tumor cells, and 3) immunotherapy. Examples of each group are discussed below; however, this list is not exhaustive.

**General cytotoxic chemotherapy**

The microtubule inhibitor eribulin has received regulatory approval for adult soft tissue sarcoma and has shown preclinical activity against mouse models of Ewing sarcoma, as well as a response in the recently completed pediatric Phase I trial. Ewing sarcoma is one of the target tumors included in an ongoing single-agent Phase II trial of eribulin [NCT03441360], as well as in combination with irinotecan [NCT03245450]. New formulations of older cytotoxic agents are also being studied for Ewing sarcoma, including the nanoparticle albumin-bound formulation of paclitaxel (nab-paclitaxel) either alone or in combination with gemcitabine [NCT02945800], based on preclinical reports of additive activity of these agents as well as past responses seen with gemcitabine/taxane combinations. Finally, a nanoliposomal preparation of irinotecan (MM-398; Onivyde®, Ipsen Biopharmaceuticals, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) may yield higher plasma and tissue concentrations of SN-38 and has shown in vivo activity against Ewing sarcoma xenografts. This drug is now being studied in combination with cyclophosphamide [NCT02013336].

**Targeted therapy**

A variety of targeted therapies have been developed in the past decade, and they represent a rational and specific approach to treating relapsed Ewing sarcoma. The insulin growth factor receptor 1 (IGF-1R) is highly expressed on Ewing sarcoma tumor cells and appears to drive tumor growth. Targeting IGF-1R with monoclonal antibodies produced convincing and durable responses in early trials of Ewing sarcoma patients. However, larger studies failed to show consistently high response rates, even when combined with an mTOR inhibitor. Disappointingly, the inability to identify biomarkers predictive of the small subset of responding patients has severely limited the use of these agents, as IGF-1R expression alone is not correlated with clinical benefit. The IGF-1R antibody ganitumab is currently being studied in combination with conventional chemotherapy for patients with newly diagnosed metastatic Ewing sarcoma, and it is hoped that improved activity and predictive biomarkers may be identified [NCT02306161]. A second target for antibody-directed therapy is placenta growth factor (PGF), which has been implicated in the invasiveness and metastatic potential of Ewing sarcoma. A clinical trial is underway which targets PGF with the monoclonal antibody TB-403 [NCT02748135].

Targeting important tumor pathways with receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors is another attractive strategy. Many such agents are now commercially available, and the oral route of administration is convenient for patients. Some modest success has been seen with the VEGFR inhibitor regorafenib, with a response rate of 10% in heavily pretreated adult patients (median five prior regimens, median age 32 years) with recurrent Ewing sarcoma. The primary endpoint was 8-week PFS, with the observed rate of 73% exceeding the defined bar for activity of 25%. Similarly, a response rate of 28% and 6-month PFS of 24% have been described in relapsed Ewing sarcoma patients treated with cabozantinib, an inhibitor of the MET protein which is expressed in 62% of Ewing tumors. These drugs generally have more toxicity than monoclonal antibodies, with many patients requiring dose reductions when multiple cycles are given. As seen with IGF-1R antibodies, the identification of predictive biomarkers will be essential for more successful use of these agents.

Another focus for targeted therapy has been the DNA repair protein PARP1. Expression of this enzyme is elevated in Ewing tumors, and there is a positive feedback loop with the EWS-FLI1 fusion transcript. Although mechanistically attractive, the clinical experience of PARP inhibitors as
single agents has been disappointing. Current trials now combine PARP inhibitors with DNA damaging agents such as temozolomide and/or irinotecan, based on preclinical demonstration of synergy. Results from these studies are eagerly awaited, although the doses of conventional chemotherapy may need to be substantially reduced in order to make combination regimens feasible.

Other strategies include specifically focusing on the EWS-FLI1 translocation that characterizes this disease and drives tumor growth. Although transcription factors such as the fusion product produced by this translocation have been notoriously difficult to target, Zollner et al have identified an inhibitor to the RNA helicase A which binds to EWS-FLI1 and disrupts its protein interactions, leading to activity against Ewing xenografts. TK216 is now in a Phase I clinical trial, although administration requires a 7-day continuous infusion because of its short half-life [NCT02657005]. BRD4 is another factor required for the EWS-FLI1 fusion protein to function. BRD4 is a member of the bromodomain and extraterminal domain (BET) family of proteins that act as “readers” of chromatin to regulate gene expression. Recently, bromodomain inhibitors have been shown to negatively impact gene expression mediated by the EWS fusion protein, and the BET family of proteins represents a potential vulnerability that can be exploited by BET inhibitors as monotherapy or (more likely) in combination with other agents. Clinical trials of bromodomain inhibitors are now open [NCT02419417, NCT03220347].

Another rational strategy is inhibition of lysine-specific demethylase 1 (LSD-1), which is highly expressed in Ewing sarcoma and represses the transcriptional activation of downstream targets of EWS/FLI1 that lead to tumor growth. Two LSD-1 inhibitors are now entering clinical trials [NCT03514407, NCT03600649]. The above studies are particularly exciting because they represent efforts to directly target the specific underlying molecular biology of Ewing sarcoma. A summary of several targeted therapies currently in clinical trials is provided in Table 3.

**Immunotherapy**

Previous studies in adult malignancies have suggested that widespread expression of programed death ligand-1 (PD-L1)

### Table 3: Selected studies of targeted therapies for Ewing sarcoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Eligibility (age in years)</th>
<th>ClinicalTrials.gov identifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cabozantinib</td>
<td>MeT</td>
<td>Children’s Oncology Group</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>≥12</td>
<td>NCT02867592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB-403</td>
<td>Placental growth factor</td>
<td>Beat Childhood Cancer</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>0.5–18</td>
<td>NCT02748135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCB059872</td>
<td>LSD-1</td>
<td>Incyte</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>≥12</td>
<td>NCT03514407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-2577</td>
<td>LSD-1</td>
<td>Saliarius</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>≥12</td>
<td>NCT03600649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK216</td>
<td>RNA helicase A</td>
<td>Oncernal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>≥10</td>
<td>NCT02657005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linsitinib</td>
<td>IGF-1R</td>
<td>Eurosar</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>18–70</td>
<td>NCT02546544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erlotinib/temozolomide</td>
<td>Multiagent</td>
<td>Washington University</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1–21</td>
<td>NCT02689336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pazopanib</td>
<td>Multityrosine kinase inhibitor</td>
<td>Children’s Oncology Group</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1–18</td>
<td>NCT01956669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pazopanib/irinotecan/temozolomide</td>
<td>Multiagent</td>
<td>UCSF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6–30</td>
<td>NCT03139331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regorafenib</td>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>Sarcoma Alliance for Research through Collaboration</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>≥10</td>
<td>NCT02048371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talazoparib/temozolomide</td>
<td>Multiagent</td>
<td>NCI</td>
<td>1/2*</td>
<td>1–30</td>
<td>NCT02116777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niraparib/temozolomide/irinotecan</td>
<td>Multiagent</td>
<td>Sarcoma Alliance for Research through Collaboration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>≥13</td>
<td>NCT02044120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olaparib/temozolomide/irinotecan</td>
<td>Multiagent</td>
<td>MGH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>≥16</td>
<td>NCT01858168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trabectedin/olaparib</td>
<td>Multiagent</td>
<td>Italian Sarcoma Group</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>≥18</td>
<td>NCT02398058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabozantinib</td>
<td>MeT</td>
<td>NCI</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>≥12</td>
<td>NCT02243605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abemaciclib</td>
<td>CDK4/6</td>
<td>Emory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2–25</td>
<td>NCT02644460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lurbinectedin</td>
<td>Transcription</td>
<td>PharmaMar</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>≥18</td>
<td>NCT02454972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** *Completed study or not actively recruiting.

**Abbreviations:** LSD-1, lysine-specific demethylase 1; NCI, National Cancer Institute; MGH, Massachusetts General Hospital; UCSF, University of California San Francisco.
in malignant cells, high mutational tumor burden, and extensive infiltration of tumors with CD8+ T cells were all associated with responses to immune checkpoint blockade. Although results have varied between studies, Machado et al identified PD-L1 expression in tumor cells in 19% of Ewing sarcoma samples in the largest series to date. However, Ewing sarcoma has a low mutational tumor burden when compared to carcinomas or melanoma. Further, Ewing sarcomas typically have only a low level of infiltrating T cells, identified in only 15% of tumor samples in the Machado series. These laboratory findings suggest that Ewing sarcoma would be a relatively “cold” tumor in terms of responding to immunotherapy, and indeed two cooperative group clinical trials reported to date are consistent with this impression. Specifically, no responses have been reported in 13 patients treated with the anti-PD-1 antibody pembrolizumab or in ten patients treated with the anti-PD-1 antibody nivolumab. While it is hoped that combination immunotherapy regimens now under investigation will make sarcomas more “hot” and therefore responsive, at present there is little evidence that checkpoint inhibitors should routinely be used as monotherapy for relapsed Ewing sarcoma.

An important caveat is the use of an innovative immunotherapy approach for Ewing sarcoma called Vigil. This novel strategy involves administration of a vaccine that comprised autologous tumor cells to provide patient-specific tumor antigens to provoke an anti-tumor response. These cells are transfected with the rhGMCSF transgene and the RNAiBi-shRNAfurin in order to recruit and activate dendritic cells while reducing local immune tolerance through the blockade of furin-mediated activation of endogenous TGF-beta1 and 2. An early trial reported a 1-year survival of 73% for patients with relapsed Ewing sarcoma treated with Vigil compared to 23% of historical controls treated with conventional chemotherapy. Given the low toxicity of Vigil, a randomized Phase III trial is now underway that combines Vigil with TEM/IRN and compares this group with patients treated with TEM/IRN alone [NCT03495921]. This trial represents one of the few Phase III studies for relapsed Ewing sarcoma, and hopefully accrual of patients from both pediatric and adult sarcoma centers will allow for meaningful conclusions.

Should relapsed patients be treated with high-dose chemotherapy and autologous stem cell transplantation?

Several retrospective studies have suggested that treatment with myeloablative doses of alkylators followed by autologous stem cell transplantation may improve outcomes in patients with recurrent Ewing sarcoma. Most patients in these studies first received conventional-dose chemotherapy, which was then followed by high-dose busulfan and melphalan. To date, no prospective randomized studies have been performed, and the difficulty in identifying a suitable control population has made interpretation of results more complicated. For example, patients who receive high-dose chemotherapy generally have recurrent tumor that is responsive to typical salvage therapy. At best, this describes only about half of relapsed patients, with the majority being those with initially localized disease who often have longer survival than relapsed patients who had metastases at diagnosis. In addition, patients must remain progression-free until high-dose chemotherapy is administered, must have adequate stem cells collected, and must have no comorbidities or organ dysfunction that would preclude such intensive treatment. Finally, patients must be willing to undergo this intensive treatment, which is not always the case given that their prognosis still remains unfavorable, despite the prolonged therapy they have already received.

Taken together, the data would suggest that certain patients with favorable features at relapse may possibly have prolonged PFS with high-dose therapy. In a different clinical context, newly diagnosed patients with localized higher-risk tumors were randomized to receive either myeloablative busulfan/melphalan with autologous stem cells or continuation of standard chemotherapy. Although patients receiving high-dose therapy had superior outcomes, it should be emphasized that the treatment backbone used in European studies of newly diagnosed patients differs from that used in North America, and the implications of this study for relapsed patients are unclear. Moreover, a study incorporating high-dose chemotherapy in patients with responsive recurrent disease was not able to show it to be an independent variable influencing post-relapse survival. The analysis was complicated by the fact that high-dose chemotherapy was reserved for patients achieving a complete or partial response to IFOS, no prior history of myeloablative therapy, and willingness to undergo high-intensity treatment. As such, only 20/107 evaluable patients underwent treatment. This study illustrates some of the complexities of designing a clinical trial to rigorously demonstrate a role for high-dose therapy and autologous stem cell transplantation in the relapse setting. It is clear that this strategy is not well suited for all relapsed patients, and it remains an intensive therapy for which the unequivocal benefits have not yet been established.
What is the role of genetic testing of tumor tissue for actionable mutations in patients with recurrent Ewing sarcoma?

Apart from the characteristic EWSR1 translocations that characterize this tumor, recurring genetic changes in Ewing sarcoma are relatively infrequent. The most common mutations occur in genes such as STAG2, CDKN2A, and TP53, which have not been easily targetable. Although potentially actionable mutations have been reported with Ewing sarcoma, these are uncommon. Therefore, the likelihood of identifying a molecular change that will drive effective therapy is low but not zero. Ongoing translational studies that prospectively collect data on patients with relapsed Ewing sarcoma will be helpful to further characterize the genetic changes that may occur in these patients, especially given the potential of new targeted agents being developed. However, extensive molecular testing outside the context of a clinical trial is expensive, and decisions regarding genetic analysis should be individualized given that the cost/benefit relationship of such testing has not been clarified.

Conclusion

The outcome for patients with recurrent Ewing sarcoma remains poor, and the standard approach to their management has not yet been established. Many patients may initially benefit from salvage chemotherapy in terms of reducing symptoms and prolonging time to further progression, but consistent cures remain elusive. Knowledge of prognostic factors that affect survival of these patients may help guide therapy decisions. Enrollment on clinical trials should strongly be considered when feasible, as a variety of mechanistically novel Phase I to Phase III studies are currently underway and represent the best way to better understand which treatments may be beneficial in the future. In this regard, close cooperation between pediatric and adult oncology centers, as well as between continents, will help drive advances for this rare disease of adolescence and young adulthood.
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